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Hash Trash for 19/6/17 at Row Tor / Sandpits, Oke.

Hare : DvK

First, thanks to Amazed for clearing the confusion of Dvk describing the venue as Sandpits – what ?
where ? – when everyone else knows it as Row Tor car park.
Summer finally showed its face as we approached Midsummer’s Day and we had a sunny evening with
a gentle breeze, and what could be better than a visitation to the streams, bogs and tussocks of open
Dartmoor ?
A warning from the Hare to ignore grotty old dots from an Okement trail and we were Off in all
directions.
With a hint from the Hare we were On towards Cullever Steps across rough open where the pack
needing to spread out to find the trail.
The first fishhook which the pack mostly managed to miss/ignore as they were spread out, but made
me a candidate for the Trash apparently.
Surprisingly, DvK didn’t take the trail into and across the East Oke River, but after a dabble, back West
along the stream which got our feet wet and offered several bridges to go under. Somewhere
approaching the road, the Hare had found a pipe under the track which was barely a body’s width in
diameter and the GM, More Frequently, and Issy (yet to be named sprog of Messiah) took the challenge
and squirmed their way thro’ while the rest of us sat and wondered – would we have to pull them back
out by their legs. A boulder strategically placed to restrict the exit meant that some contortions were
needed to exit the tube. For all the action analysis see DvK’s posts on the KH3 Facebook page.
Across the road we found the rail tracks that lead to the gunnery range and here we stopped for the
Sweeties.
Then up to Row Tor for the views before a breakneck descent (for some) to the cars.
On Down to the Kings Arms in South Zeal where music form the jam session for Dartmoor Folk
aficionados met us. Bit of a parking problem but soon sorted and we took over the dining room for
welcome refreshment.
The Hazy Horizon :
3/7 – Bramford Speke – probable the village centre, but I expect the Hare, Amazed will define
14/7 The KH3 Kamping Weekend approaches at Plume of Feathers, Princetown.
th
Fri the 14 Bastille Day hash and meal 6pm at the Two Bridges.
French theme fancy dress – if you really want to wear your red dress, then accessorize as a french tart
or ???
Details on the website on the Homepage. Queries to Mudskipper 07773 625051

davidcamp@hotmail.co.uk

